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ACRO Information and Technology Board Minutes
Minutes of the meeting held at ACRO Criminal Records Office on the 10th
December 2018 at 10am in the Ante Room.
1.
1.1

Attendance
Present
Rob Price (RP)
James Fulton (JF)
Lucy Saunders (LS)
Susan Francis (SF)
Chloe Bowler (CB)
Julia Barnard (JB)
Alison Anderson-Sanger (AAS)
Anne Saxton (AS)
Sean De-Fraine (SDF)
Alex Ollis (AO)
Annie Fursey (AF)
Claire Wills (CW)
Ryan Curtin (RC)
Tanya Smith (TS)

Chief Executive (Chair)
Head of ACRO
ACRO Senior Manager
ACRO Senior Manager
ACRO Senior Manager
ACRO Senior Manager
Information Manager
Finance Manager
IT Technical Delivery Manager
IT Systems Administrator
IT Systems Administrator
Systems Development Advisor
Service Delivery Manager, HC/TVP
Personal Assistant (Minutes)

2.
2.1

Apologies
Apologies were received from Karen Progl and Steve South.

3.
3.1

Minutes and Action Log
Previous Minutes
The minutes of the previous meeting held on 8th November 2018 were agreed as an
accurate record.

3.2

Action Log
The action log was updated accordingly following discussion.

4.
4.1

IT Update
ACRO/TVP/HC Issues Log Progress
JB talked through the issues on the log and updated colleagues on their current
status. There are still problems concerning the patches and SDF is dealing with this.
In regards to ServiceNow, it is hoped that ACRO will have their own reporting system
for the IT team, this will be set up in the early New Year. The Wifi is now back up and
running and should visitors need access a token can be sourced from IT. RC will
provide ACRO with a set number of Wifi tokens a month for the team to then
distribute when required.
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CB asked RC if he could inform her in regards to timescales as to where ACRO will be
prioritised with the roll out of Windows 10. RC confirmed he has yet to see the roll
out plan so at present is unable to confirm. RP thought it would be beneficial to write
to Amanda Cooper on the issue.
Action: RP to write to Amanda Cooper regarding prioritisation for Windows 10 in
respect of ACRO.
CB then asked the same question in regards to the new Android mobile devices. RC
confirmed he will be sent a roll out schedule for the new mobile devices at the
beginning of January. Clearly there will be priority roles who will receive the new
phones in the first instance i.e. police officers but RC will work with the IT team to
get these into ACRO as soon as practicable. A discussion was then had by colleagues
in respect of the amount ACRO pays towards the phones. AS confirmed it is £400 a
month for roughly 70 phones. However finance has never seen a breakdown of the
charges and are unsure if any data charges when phones are used outside of the EU
are charged back to ACRO. RC is due to meet with finance next week and will seek a
breakdown of charges.
Action RC to discuss in his finance meeting if a breakdown of phone usage is
possible for ACRO.
JB confirmed work has now started to meet the Code of Connection requirements
as laid down by the Government Digital Services. Although it will have a number of
uses the main push to move the work urgently is the PSN (Public Service Network)
connectivity being a requirement for the replacement TESTA Contract (the network
used by ACRO for the criminal conviction exchanges with our EU partners) which
ceases at the end of March 2019. The replacement contract will now be via the DVLA
with an initial estimated cost of £130,000 although this is subject to change
depending on the numbers who will require use of this service which is still waiting
to be finalised. ACRO are now waiting for a network diagram to be supplied by
Networks. It has been confirmed Hampshire will not be re-accredited for PSN
compliancy by 31 March 2019. RP asked RC to see if he can move this issue on
urgently.
Action: RC to speak to Networks to gain the diagram required to move the
connectivity of the PSN on.
4.2
4.2.1

Business Continuity / Disaster Recovery IT Plans
JB stated there is no further update than what has been reported above.

4.3
4.3.1

Website Development
JB confirmed the tender responses have been received and there is an extension
until the middle of January as to when ACRO have to make a decision as to whether
they proceed with the work. CB commented that although the website is integral to
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ACRO’s business, there are too many unknowns at present to make a decision. RP
stated ACRO only has four weeks to make a decision as to whether to proceed with
the new website. After discussion with all attendees, the majority decision felt any
work should be placed on hold at this time until a decision was made on the process
review and way forward on upgrading or replacing our existing GSA supplier systems.
5.
5.1

HMIC Actions – Areas of Improvement
The AITB Audit Report Action log was reviewed and updates are as follows:
1 – ongoing, new delivery plan to be signed off in the New Year
2 – Is on the list for the new Auditor to develop under their role in due course
3 – HC have decided not to roll out keystroke monitoring which therefore closes this
action as ACRO will follow suit
4 – ongoing as a priority for ACRO
7 – ongoing, the Retention Schedule for ACRO will be completed in due course by
the Information Manager
11 – ongoing
RP confirmed he would write to ACC Malik and update him on the actions.
Action: RP to write to Nav Malik re update on HMIC actions

6.
6.1

Information Management Update
No update provided.

7.
7.1

Review of 2018/19 Budget
AS advised the spend to date is £243k with an additional £36k raised via purchase
orders, there is a further £97k of BAU costs between now and the end of the financial
year that will also be billed. There will also be £207k of investment costs, thus
meaning the end of year spend will be £583k (which includes the new base units).
The original budget was for £960k.
JB stated that originally GSA had informed her they would need 88 development
days for Brexit, however along with LS and CW, the development days have been
reduced to 43.5 days. There are only 30 budgeted days within this financial year. LS
stated if there was a shortfall, the funds could be drawn down from next year’s Brexit
budget although as yet there is no agreement on funding from Treasury.

8.
8.1

Any Other Business
CW has prepared the retention schedule for International Services and will be happy
to provide colleagues with a copy should they wish. CB stated it would be beneficial
for colleagues to review the document and confirm they are content as this will pave
the way for ACRO’s retention schedule. All colleagues agreed the document in
principle and will review and let CW know of any comments.
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Action: CW to circulate the retention schedule for comments from colleagues
ASAP.
8.2

AAS stated an issue has been highlighted in International Services whereby the
functions on the system were not stopping any records that need manual
intervention and were skipping the queue system. They were recorded as data
breaches however the issue has now been resolved to which CW confirmed there
was more rigorous testing happening to ensure issues like this did not get missed
again.

8.3

JB stated GSA are now offering additional services which would be on a cloud base
product instead of on servers. SDF confirmed that a full cost analysis needs to be
undertaken of ACRO’s server’s vs how much it would cost to store within a cloud
base product as it maybe cost beneficial to not store in ‘the cloud’.
Action: JB to task the team to undertake a cost analysis on the FOI cloud costs /
server costs.

8.4

LS confirmed there are still 7 translation tables that need reviewing by the Auditor
however LS is of the view that there needs to be a formal process of how these will
be audited especially when the Auditor is on leave/out of the office. JB will look into
this issue and confirm a process. Furthermore LS stated that at the recent DWG
meeting, AF confirmed she needs to know of any new starters and what systems
they need access to. There needs to be clarity as to who can action new starter
access when AF is out of the office. JB to look into this and confirm.
Action: JB to review the process of who staff should direct queries to when the
Auditor and AF are out of the office for audit and system access issues.

9.
9.1

Next Meeting Date
9th January 2019, 10am, Ante Room, ACRO (IT)
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ACRO Information and Technology Board Minutes
Minutes of the meeting held at ACRO Criminal Records Office on the 8th
November 2018 at 1.00pm in the Ante Room.
1.
1.1

Attendance
Present
Rob Price (RP)
James Fulton (JF)
Lucy Saunders (LS)
Susan Francis (SF)
Karen Progl (KP)
Alison Anderson-Sanger (AAS)
Sean De-Fraine (SDF)
Alex Ollis (AO)
Annie Fursey (AF)
Toby Backhouse (TB)
Steve South (SS)
Tanya Smith (TS)

Chief Executive (Chair)
Head of ACRO
ACRO Senior Manager
ACRO Senior Manager
ACRO Senior Manager
Information Manager
IT Technical Delivery Manager
IT Systems Administrator
IT Systems Administrator
Data Protection Officer
Service Delivery Manager, HC/TVP
Personal Assistant (Minutes)

2.
2.1

Apologies
Apologies were received from Julia Barnard, Chloe Bowler

3.
3.1

Minutes and Action Log
Previous Minutes
The minutes of the previous meeting held on 2nd October 2018 were agreed as an
accurate record.

3.2

Action Log
The action log was updated accordingly following discussion.

4.
4.1

IT Update
ACRO/TVP/HC Issues Log Progress
SDF confirmed RC is working through the issues log and an update will be provided
at the next meeting.

4.2
4.2.1

Website Update
JF stated the current ACRO website is on a platform that is no longer supported and
is out of date, this therefore causes problems should the website need to be
updated. Three options have been put forward. Option one is to be on the national
platform, Single Online Home (SOH). HC are part of the SOH, it is procured by the
MPS and although there is not sufficient indefinite funding, forces signed up will be
eligible to pay for an annual amount. Delivery of ACRO services through
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internet/web will be extremely dependant on functionality and ease of use.
Furthermore ACRO has many bespoke internal database systems and any new
website development must take this into account which could be challenging when
considering the link to SOH. The second option is the Government Digital Services
(GDS) which is a digital transformation of government services. One of the possible
benefits of using the GDS avenue for website development is the ability to use the
part of the site that allows applicants to verify identity. However feedback from the
DBS is that the ‘verify’ process has ongoing issues and is their largest area of
complaint for their products. ACRO would be tied to the spend controls in place for
GDS usage across government. The third option is for ACRO to direct source a
supplier. The process for this has begun and ACRO have engaged the tender process.
Elements of the considerations 1 and 2 above will be taken into account when
delivering a new website for ACRO and these are highlighted within the ‘Discovery
Phase 0’ document.
A discussion was had by all colleagues on the three options put forward in the paper.
KP stated that the option of upgrading the existing website should also be
considered, which comes at a cost of £135k. Furthermore KP confirmed that in
regards to option two, the DBS have stated that some of the services the GDS
provide would be beneficial to ACRO and it may be worth exploring these further. LS
asked how the ‘verify’ system in option two would work for ACRO and overseas
nationals. KP stated applicants would need to have a UK address to use this system
which would not be beneficial for a large amount of applicants.
JF confirmed that tender documents were sent out for a Statement of Requirements
and development for the delivery of a new website for ACRO. Two tender responses
were received and both have Green River Media as the sub-contractor to action the
delivery of the Statement of Requirements and the new website. RP asked if there
was a break point in the contract, JF was not aware of one. RP informed SS that ACRO
are looking at Illuminet to undertake some work at ACRO. JF asked SDF what the
risks were regarding the current website. AO stated the risk is the technology is out
of date but there is still support should ACRO need it. SS asked what should come
first, the review of business processes or a new website. RP clearly stated it would
be the review of business processes. RP confirmed more work needs to be
undertaken with the new website options. This will be deferred to the next meeting.
5.
5.1

Information Management Update
AAS circulated an update report to colleagues in advance of the meeting. It was
noted that after two more Data Breach sessions next week, there will be 100% of
staff who have been trained. The collation of data for the Information Audit is now
99% complete. The priority for action plans will be focused on International Services
and then National Services as both of these areas pose the largest risk due to the
volumes of personal data processed and the likelihood of data breaches. The Data
Protection Impact Assessment is now a legal requirement under the Data Protection
Act 2018 to identify and assess risk to individuals where personal data is processed.
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The completion of a DPIA will be required for all new projects, processes or change
of process where personal data is processes. For existing processes the requirement
for a DPIA will form an action in the action plan.
5.1.1

Appendix 1 – Action Plan
AAS circulated a sample action plan to colleagues to show what actions the business
area needs to undertake to ensure compliance. The action plan was agreed by all
colleagues. RP asked for an update on the roll out of the action plans at the next
meeting once individual departments have received and reviewed.
Action: AAS to update the board on the roll out of the action plans to all business
areas.

5.1.2

DPIA Template
AAS circulated a draft Data Protection Impact Assessment to colleagues for sign off.
LS expressed some concerns due to the size of her business area and the amount of
information that will need to be captured. KP confirmed that business processes can
be linked together to enable the process to be more streamlined. The DPIA template
was agreed by all colleagues.

5.1.3

DPIA Guidance
AAS circulated this document for colleague’s information and awareness of what is
required and how to complete the DPIA.

5.1.4

Deletion Guidance
KP circulated this document as it has been signed off by IMORCC and for all forces
including ACRO to abide by. Jess Mullins in Records Deletion prepared the document
and has worked tirelessly to get this approved and rolled out.

5.2

NPCC Data Protection Officer Update
TB stated a new system has been put in place with the Information Manager to
provide advice and guidance. All ACRO queries are now channelled through the
Information Manager which will then be raised with the DPO at a weekly meeting.
ACC Nick Bailey has been appointed as the new DP and FOI NPCC Lead. The Head of
the NPFDU is due to meet with Mr Bailey on the 20th November to update him on
the work of the unit.
The DP Reform Group has been reconvened and TB is due to attend the next meeting
scheduled for w/c 12th November.
Subject Access queries are still extremely high and there is a new national lead, Carl
Melling, who will pick up national queries going forward.
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5.3

Information Audit Update
AAS presented the information audit to colleagues as this is now 99% complete and
will be circulated in due course.

5.4

Data Breaches Update
AAS stated there are five outstanding breaches with the ICO, one of which has
resulted in further enquiries by the ICO which LS is dealing with. LS stated the last
update was sent to the ICO on the 26th October and it is hoped that the next
correspondence will be a result. Since the 1st April there has been 144 data breaches,
36 near misses, 6 data disputes and 526 lost in post recorded on the data breach log.
A discussion was had by colleagues as to whether International Services would need
to log all non-responses as data breaches, LS confirmed there was thousands of
these. It was agreed that when the ICO visit LS and KP in the forthcoming weeks this
question would be raised for an issue from them.
Action: LS to raise the issue of non-responses and whether these would constitute
as a data breach with the ICO.

5.5

Environmental Scanning
AAS circulated a report to update colleagues on environmental scanning for data
breaches between September and October 2018. There have not been any recent
law enforcement penalties to note.

5.6

National Information Management Update
KP confirmed the PNC Retention Project is progressing well and the PNC Stakeholder
engagement event took place on the 26th September. From this meeting, 8 work
packages were created and owners assigned. A meeting was held yesterday and
progress is being made. Jess Mullins has started her three month secondment with
the Biometrics Commissioners Office. ACO Amanda Cooper has taken over a lead for
the Records Management portfolio. In regards to the Disclosure and Safeguarding
Portfolio, CC Nick Adderley continues as portfolio lead with Lee Warhurst as the
Senior Manager for the portfolio. An International Aid Recruitment event as due to
be hosted by Disclosure Scotland but was unfortunately cancelled. KP will inform all
once a new date has been arranged.

5.6.1

Appendix 1 – Terms of Reference
The PNC Retention Project terms of reference was circulated for information.

5.6.2

Appendix 2 – Work Packages
The eight work packages assigned were circulated for information.

5.6.3

Appendix 3 – IM Strategy
The draft NPCC Information Management strategy was circulated to colleagues for
feedback asap to KP should anyone have any comments.
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Action: All colleagues to review the draft NPCC Information Management strategy
and provide KP with any comments asap.
6.
6.1

Review of 2018/19 Budget
SF confirmed the budget will only be discussed when it is an IT specific meeting.

7.
7.1

Any Other Business
No other business was discussed.

8.
8.1

Next Meeting Date
10th December 2018, 10am, Ante Room, ACRO (IT)
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ACRO Information and Technology Board Minutes
Minutes of the meeting held at ACRO Criminal Records Office on the 2nd October
2018 at 1.00pm in the Ante Room.
1.
1.1

Attendance
Present
Rob Price (RP)
James Fulton (JF)
Lucy Saunders (LS)
Susan Francis (SF)
Julia Barnard (JB)
Karen Progl (KP)
Anne Saxton (AS)
Kelly Glitheroe (KG)
Alison Anderson-Sanger (AAS)
Claire Wills (CW)
Sean De-Fraine (SDF)
Ryan Curtin (RC)
Tanya Smith (TS)

Chief Executive (Chair)
Head of ACRO
ACRO Senior Manager
ACRO Senior Manager
IT Manager
ACRO Senior Manager
ACRO Finance Advisor
ACRO Deputy Manager
Information Manager
Systems Development Advisor
IT Technical Delivery Manager
Service Delivery Manager, HC/TVP
Personal Assistant (Minutes)

2.
2.1

Apologies
Apologies were received from Chloe Bowler, Steve South, Toby Backhouse and Alex
Ollis. Further apologies were received from Geoff Smith Associates.

3.
3.1

Minutes and Action Log
Previous Minutes
The minutes of the previous meeting held on 6th September 2018 were agreed as an
accurate record.

3.2

Action Log
The action log was updated accordingly following discussion.

4.
4.1

IT Update
GSA Price Proposal
Closed session

4.2
4.2.1

ACRO/TVP/HC Issues Log Progress
RC introduced himself and confirmed he would be working at ACRO 1 to 2 days a
week. The reported issues have been prioritised and RC will be working through
them, the main priorities are the desktop upgrade and the BT report. SF asked RC if
there was any update on the laptops. SDF confirmed there is no update as such, they
are still temperamental and do not always work correctly. RC requires more
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information as to why the laptops are not working correctly before he can
investigate. A further update will be provided in December once RC has been in the
role for a few months.
4.3
4.3.1

Business Continuity / Disaster Recovery IT Plans
JB confirmed PSN will be replaced but the Code of Connection paperwork is being
progressed. If the paperwork gets signed off then progress can be made with the
ARK. JF asked JB what costs were associated with this work. JB will check and inform
SF and AS.
Action: JB to check the costs associated with the PSN replacement and inform SF
and AS.

4.4
4.4.1

Website Development
JB confirmed the tender is out for the new website developer. The closing date is the
23rd October.

4.5
4.5.1

EGRESS
JB confirmed that Egress is a product with many uses but in particular to ACRO, email
file encryption that protects data and prevents breaches and the secure centralised
platform for sharing sensitive documents and files. Egress is certified under NCSC
Commercial Product Assurance Common Criteria and ISO 27001:2013. The product
is available as a cloud on premise or hybrid solution. An onsite visit has now taken
placed and the costs are £27,500 per year based on 310 users which will give secure
email with a full service. KP would like to see the product in use which JB confirmed
can be arranged for her and any other SMT should they wish. It would be useful to
assign an individual to the implementation of Egress at ACRO which will be discussed
outside of this meeting. All colleagues agreed to proceed with Egress.

4.6
4.6.1

Asylum Checks for NEU GSA
LS stated that a change is required to GSA to add new fields to record the asylum
status of an individual and to ensure that requests are held by the system and not
sent to the IP terminal before an asylum check is undertaken. This change will take
four days GSA time and could cost up to £4.9k. JF stated the operational benefits will
cut the risks associated with these checks and potentially also stop data breaches
occurring. This change was supported by all colleagues.

5.
5.1

Information Management Update
AAS circulated a brief update report to colleagues in advance of the meeting. KP
informed colleagues that since the paper was written, the Information Audit has
progressed and is now 65% complete and furthermore KP has passed her GDPR
conversion exam which provides resilience for ACRO should the Data Protection
Officer not be in the office. This paper was to be noted by all.
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6.
6.1

Review of 2018/19 Budget
The 2018/2019 budget is £963k. AS advised the spend to date is £175k leaving £788k
still to spend in this financial year. A review of the budget has taken place and some
IT spend which will not happen this year has been removed and re-allocated to next
year’s budget. The projected spend for this financial year is £500k.

7.
7.1

Any Other Business
No other business was discussed.

8.
8.1

Next Meeting Date
8th November 2018, 10am, Ante Room, ACRO (Information Management)
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ACRO Information and Technology Board Minutes
Minutes of the meeting held at ACRO Criminal Records Office on the 6th
September 2018 at 08:30am in the Ante Room.
1.
1.1

Attendance
Present
Rob Price (RP)
James Fulton (JF)
Chloe Bowler (CB)
Lucy Saunders (LS)
Susan Francis (SF)
Steve South (SS)
Julia Barnard (JB)
Karen Progl (KP)
Anne Saxton (AS)
Cara Gunther (CG)

Chief Executive (Chair)
Head of ACRO
ACRO Senior Manager
ACRO Senior Manager
ACRO Senior Manager
Head of ICT Service Delivery (Hants/TVP)
IT Manager
ACRO Senior Manager
ACRO Finance Advisor
Management Assistant (Minutes)

2.
2.1

Apologies
Apologies were received from Toby Backhouse, Alison Anderson Sanger & Alex
Ollis.

3.
3.1

Minutes and Action Log
Previous Minutes
The minutes of the previous meeting held on 14th August 2018 were agreed as an
accurate record.

3.2

Action Log
The action log was updated accordingly following discussion.

4.
4.1

IT Update
JB continues to work closely with Hampshire/Thames Valley IT services, who have a
new member of staff assigned to ACRO concerns progressing the high priority
problems. These problems have been highlighted from the BT diagnostic work
completed earlier in the year. The top two areas of concern relate to the encryption
of the ACRO databases and associated slow running, alongside the encryption of
emails.
Other areas of concern that will be actioned in order of priority following the above
work will be the BT Connections, points of failure and high impact events on the
ACRO network.
Hardware still remains an ongoing issue, and several laptop users at ACRO are
experiencing frequent crashes following server updates. It appears that the ACRO
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bespoke software may be the cause of the malfunctioning. JB is working in
conjunction with the Hampshire/Thames Valley to identify a solution.
The NLEDs project has become a project by exception due to the costs increasing
significantly. IBM are continuing to progress the testing of the work to date. The
earliest launch date is anticipated in 2020.
Kev McCarthy is visiting ACRO on the 10th September 2018 to provide a more
detailed update about the project and its future.
5.
5.1

Information Management
National Information Management
Following the IMORC meeting in January 2018 when National Record Deletion
Guidance was submitted further work was requested relating to the addition of a
new MOPI criteria. This work has been done and a resubmission will be sent to
IMORC for final sign off in October 2018.
KP provided a brief update on the judicial review relating to a record deletion,
Okoturo, where ACRO are currently named as co-defendants. The Home Office have
become involved and are proposing to approach DWP, the other defendants, and
suggest they delete the conviction in question. This could potentially end the review,
however grave concerns have been raised, especially by KP and ACRO SMT that the
conviction is owned by the courts and not DWP and so this would not be possible.
KP has emailed the Home Office back explaining this position and it awaiting a
further update.
ACRO has received a ‘Letter Before Action’ from a solicitor stating that ACRO will be
named as a defendant in a judicial review around the deletion of data. ACRO is
sighted as co-defendants with DBS and West Midlands Police, however ACRO has
been involved wrongly due to incorrect advice by the West Midland Police Data
Protection Officers. Therefore a letter to both the solicitor involved and WMP have
been sent by KP clarifying this position, which will hopefully remove ACRO from
scope. An update will follow when available.
ACRO is currently providing resource to two Projects; PNC Retention Project, and,
secondment to the Biometrics Commissioner’s Office.
KP is chairing the PNC Retention project, as commissioned by Commissioner Ian
Dyson. The draft Terms of Reference have been signed off and the Home Office have
since made some suggestions, therefore the final copy will be drafted and signed off
at a Stakeholder Engagement event scheduled for 26th September 2018. The event
will identify who the stakeholders are for the project and what
support/contributions they would like to make.
An advert is due to be published today (6th September 2018) for the secondment
opportunity at the Biometrics Commissioner’s Office. A key requirement for the
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successful candidate will be a thorough understanding of relevant legislation. The
role will focus on the retention of biometric information.
5.2

NPCC Data Protection Officer
Feedback about the NPCC Data Protection Officer was discussed, specifically the
accessibility and clarity of the advice received. In tandem with this the FOI team’s
request for more resourcing was considered as capacity of the NPCC Data Protection
Officer is strained due to the support requirements for ACRO and National
colleagues. It was discussed that a more structured schedule of time allocation is
devised and a prescriptive list detailing types of support could be created to help
maximise assistance given to ACRO and further afield. It was felt that ACROs
understanding and management of data breaches is much more comprehensive
since the implementation of Data Breach Training and so it is not be required to seek
advice from the NPCC Data Protection Officer on every breach. It was felt that a
dedicated ACRO resource would be of greater benefit than providing a resource to
the FOI team to then deploy to support ACRO.

5.3

Information Audit Update
A discussion was had on the Information Management work that is still outstanding,
this included DPIA, Information Audit, Action Plans, daily management of breaches
and ISAs. All these pieces of work are vitally important to the business and are
mandated by GDPR. ACRO’s Information Management resource is currently Alison
Anderson-Sanger, who is studying for her Data Protection qualification and is still
learning. More resourcing for Information Management was considered and KP will
provide the next Strategic Meeting with a paper explaining what is needed and the
detail behind the work still outstanding.
Action: KP to submit a paper to Strategic in October 2018 outline resource
requirements for Information Management and details of the outstanding work.
In the interim work is still being progressed by Alison Anderson Sanger and KP. CB
has sought assistance from Hampshire Constabulary regarding DPIAs and her team
are identifying and progressing outstanding ISAs. Consideration was given to buying
in Data Protection consultants to complete the Information Audit and draft the
action plans to speed up the process, but more research would need to be done
around an appropriate consultancy and the cost.
Action: CB to share the list of outstanding ISAs with RP.
SF and AS highlighted the importance of securing all the outstanding ISAs as they
detail the financial arrangements between ACRO and the agency that information is
being shared with. Without having these ISAs in place has led to a significant debt
owed to ACRO as agencies have not been paying invoices due to a lack of knowledge
there is an agreement in place. AS explained the debt for work done outside of ISAs
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is approximately £200,000, and there is a dedicated member of the ACRO Finance
Team tasked to chase the agencies and settle the debts.
5.4

Subject Access
In the last three months, since the launch of new Data Protection legislation and
GDPR, Subject Access has increased by 62%. If this trend continues there will be an
annual increase of 54% on last year. The team are coping with demand and there is
already an approved increase in establishment with recruitment taking place in
September – October 2018 to support them further.

5.5

Data Breach Training
The roll out of the ACRO Data Breach Training programme has capture 95% of staff,
those still not trained are currently off work long term. The next session to capture
any new starters is being booked for the end of September 2018. A bespoke training
session is being scheduled for a selection of staff who have already undergone the
training programme but have not fully grasped the subject matter. KP has also
suggested arranging a Q&A drop in session for all staff, should they wish to discuss
any element of the Data Breach Policy or Procedure, this was fully supported. It was
noted that since the roll of out the training the quantity and quality of breaches and
near misses have increased, showing the positive impact the training has had on
staff. However this has had a significant impact on KP and LS in particular managing
each breach reported. Support to maintain this work will also be considered in the
Information Management resourcing paper.

5.6

Data Breaches – 1st April 2018 – 23rd August 2018
A summary paper was submitted to the meeting explaining there were 80 breaches
reported, 24 near misses, 3 data disputes and 356 incidences of lost in post.
All breaches that have a required an ICO Self-Referral are still ongoing and awaiting
an ICO response.
ACRO received a ‘Freedom of Information’ request last month around the number
of breaches since 2015 and what information was breached. It was much more
complicated to retrieve the information requested due to changes in recording
practices and the new log being partially completed. Audits on the log have taken
place to ensure full completion of all require fields, but this needs to be monitored
regularly. A subsequent question has been sent in by the original FOI requester to
ascertain how many high risk breaches have occurred, this has been answered
explaining there is only one and limited information can be shared as it is still being
investigated.
A case study was detailed within the Data Breach paper about a near miss on a
Subject Access application. This lead to a conversation around needing more
stringent security measures around requesting a Subject Access request to prevent
fraud.
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Action: RP to speak with Amanda Cooper about what ACROs Information
Management/Anti-Fraud Strategy should be.
6.
6.1

Review of 2018/19 Budget
No update provided. Information remains the same as per the previous IT focused
AITB.

7.
7.1

HMIC Actions – Areas of Improvement
No update. To be tabled on the IT focused AITB meeting in October 2018.

8.
8.1

Any Other Business
LS raised a concern over the translation tables uploaded into GSA from
ECRIS/CIRCABC. Confidence in their translations is still not high and there are
concerns breaches like DB.18.055 may occur again if the tables cannot be 100%
certified. LS has done some research into the costs of ITL, a translation provider
currently used by ACRO, to translate offences as they are sent through to generate
a library of certified translations. This service would cost £75,000 per month. This
cost would eventually reduce as a library of translation is built. It was felt more
options need to be explored and the risk of incorrect translations needs to be
balanced against affordability.
Action: LS to submit an options paper to the next Strategic Meeting for translating
foreign offences into English, instead of using ECRIS/CIRCABC tables.

9.
9.1

Next Meeting Date
2nd October 2018, 1pm, Ante Room, ACRO (IT specific)
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ACRO Information and Technology Board Minutes
Minutes of the meeting held at ACRO Criminal Records Office on the 14th August
2018 at 10am in the Ante Room.
1.
1.1

Attendance
Present
Rob Price (RP)
James Fulton (JF)
Chloe Bowler (CB)
Lucy Saunders (LS)
Susan Francis (SF)
Steve South (SS)
Claire Wills (CW)
Alison Anderson-Sanger (AAS)
Anne Saxton (AS)
Julia Barnard (JB)
Annie Fursey (AF)
Kelly Glitheroe (KG)
Sean De-Fraine (SdF)
Alex Ollis (AO)
Dave Blackburn (DB)
Jonathan Wardle (JW)
Tanya Smith (TS)

Chief Executive (Chair)
Head of ACRO
ACRO Senior Manager
ACRO Senior Manager
ACRO Senior Manager
Head of ICT Service Delivery (Hants/TVP)
ACRO Systems Development Advisor
ACRO Information Manager
ACRO Finance Advisor
IT Manager
IT Systems Administrator
ACRO Deputy Manager
ACRO IT Technical Delivery Manager
IT Systems Administrator
Geoff Smith Associates (via tele conference)
Geoff Smith Associates (via tele conference
Personal Assistant (Minutes)

2.
2.1

Apologies
Apologies were received from Tim Feltham, Toby Backhouse and Karen Progl.

3.
3.1

Minutes and Action Log
Previous Minutes
The minutes of the previous meeting held on 3rd July were agreed as an accurate
record.

3.2

Action Log
The action log was updated accordingly following discussion.

4.
4.1
4.1.1

IT Update
ACRO/TVP/HC Issues Log Progress
JB confirmed the team have been working with our storage supplier as a product has
been identified, called SolarWinds, which would assist ACRO with monitoring of our
servers. Hampshire Constabulary are already using the product so ACRO are looking
to purchase a licence which will assist with monitoring and alerting in terms of
storage on ACRO’s servers. SF asked if there was any known costs for the product,
JB has yet to receive these. JF asked JB what the server storage capacity was like at
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present. JB confirmed some servers were recently at capacity but work has been
undertaken with GSA in terms of archiving for Police Certificates and Subject Access
and storage levels have returned to an acceptable level.
SS confirmed that as from the 20th August, ACRO will have a new Service Manager,
Ryan Curtin. For the first six months, Ryan’s priorities will be ACRO and Body Worn
Video for the Force. SS is confident progress will be made. JB wished to thank Alex
Richards in the IT Network team for his help over the last couple of months.
JB stated one high priority issue at present was in regards to double encryption for
Hampshire ICT on the DB side who will need to link in with ACRO and GSA outside of
this meeting to progress a solution.
4.2
4.2.1

Business Continuity / Disaster Recovery IT Plans
JB attended a meeting yesterday in regards to Disaster Recovery. A meeting with SS
is due to take place straight after the AITB meeting so an update will be provided at
the next meeting.

4.3
4.3.1

Website Development
CB confirmed that the website development is at the point of fact finding and having
the Statement of Requirements being drawn up. Of note, GSA do not undertake
website developments so there is no conflict of interest at this time.

4.4
4.4.1

IT Strategic Review
JB informed colleagues that the Vodafone Core Services contract finishes in March
2019, this route enables ACRO to connect with the ECRIS partner countries. JB has
liaised with SS who has confirmed ACRO are using the Vodafone contracting element
and not the Hendon route which therefore means ACRO will need to tie into the new
contract/MoU which will go through DVLA. The MoU will need to be reviewed by the
Force Solicitor and the Data Protection Officer.

4.5
4.5.1

Audit Action Log
AF provided an update on outstanding actions from the HMIC Audit Action Log.
There are now only 2 actions outstanding that AF is progressing.
The first action is to review and update the Retention Schedule, which is ongoing.
The second action is in regards to adding warning offences to PNC where the
offences do not meet the HOSOL. LS confirmed she is working through a document
related to HOSOL so will update AF at the next meeting.

4.6
4.6.1

NLEDS Update
AF confirmed the programme has undergone an external review by the
Infrastructure and Projects Authority (who report into the Home Office). The review
graded the programme as red and made a number of recommendations, which the
programme are working on, in order to bring the programme back into green. The
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hope is that by October there will be further timescales and information where the
programme is going.
RP stated that a meeting was held this morning with SMT and key individuals in
regards to PNC charging. There has been communication received which suggests
the regime for charging could change. Currently ACRO’s PNC access totals roughly
£125k per year. Conversations now need to take place with the Home Office as to
the recent invoice received for £500k which should have been in the region of £185k.
RP will be writing to Commissioner Dyson as the NPCC lead. There is another issue
which is related in regards to PND licencing costs, again ACRO are happy to pay for
their usage but not other forces.
4.7
4.7.1

ERIC
JB stated that back in 2015, ACRO tendered for a tool to improve data quality of EU
Criminals as part of an ACRO delivered project by a company called Bolderwood
Solutions Ltd (BSL). There was two parts to the project. The delivery of a mobile app
proof of concern which then leads to reference tool web app development and a
manual book. The project was set up with funding from the EU Commissioner. The
Project Manager at the time advised that ACRO owns the ERIC application and API
and BSL own some of the coding rights. There is no maintenance and support on the
product under the contracting terms nor is there any budget provision or money
paid for any ongoing support. Due to the space being taken up on the Ensono web
site servers, JB recommends the product is decommissioned. CB stated that the EU
Commission will most likely own part of the product and approval to delete the
product will need to be gained. Therefore CB will task Sarah Fleming, who was
involved in the original product, to liaise with the EU Commission to seek approval
for deletion. Backing internally from ACRO was approved subject to having funding
scream approval.
Action: CB to task Sarah Fleming to liaise with the EU Commission to seek approval
for deletion of ERIC.

4.8
4.8.1

EGRESS
JB confirmed that Egress is a product with many uses but in particular to ACRO, email
file encryption that protects data and prevents breaches and the secure centralised
platform for sharing sensitive documents and files. Egress is certified under NCSC
Commercial Product Assurance Common Criteria and ISO 27001:2013. The product
is available as a cloud on premise or hybrid solution. There are no costs as of yet but
JB would like agreement to invite Egress in to scope more details. There are other
products on the market but this product has been signed off nationally by the Home
Office Law Enforcement Programme. SS will research if there are any alternatives to
Egress which may be of interest. RP asked for this issue to be discussed at the next
meeting which is to include costings but it was noted many business areas saw
benefits for the use of the product.
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4.9
4.9.1

EIMS
CW stated that there are records in ECRIS GSA for notifications received prior to GSA,
however the documents are not stored in GSA. It is proposed that a temporary Clerk
be employed to review the documents and to attach the relevant ones to the
appropriate GSA record and then delete it from the folder on the server. This should
free up 28.6 gigabytes of space on the server once the work has taken place. A
temporary Clerk will cost £21k plus overheads. It is anticipated that the work would
take one person up to 6 months to complete. This paper was agreed in principle
however the recruitment of a Clerk needs to go through the Establishment
Committee for agreement.

5.
5.1
5.1.1

Information Management
Information Management Update
Some points to note from AAS’s paper are as follows:
- 6 Data Breach training sessions have been held covering 87% of staff with a further
session booked for 15th August. The majority of staff who have not attended are
either on maternity leave or long term sick.
- In regards to the Information Audit, 50% of the collection of data is complete. An
action plan template is currently being development that will be provided to Senior
Managers detailing work to be completed in order to be compliant.
- The first Data Protection Impact Assessment is being reviewed by a Senior Manager
and the NPCC Data Protection Officer. Once these have been signed off by the SMT,
they will be stored in a library for ease of reference.
- The PNC Retention Project is due to have its first meeting on the 26 th September.
Terms of Reference and letters to stakeholders have been signed off and sent out.
AF raised a few queries in regards to the project, however RP will be asking KP for
an update at the next meeting.
JF asked AAS what the update was on the recent FOI request received regarding the
number of data breaches ACRO has had. AAS confirmed the request is with the FOI
Officer, along with the information requested, who will be dealing with this next
week. JF will check the request before it is sent out.

6.
6.1

Review of 2018/19 Budget
The 2018/2019 budget is £963,000. AS and JB have established that £60k is no longer
required and £40k will be deferred to the next financial year. AS advised the spend
to date is £195k leaving £665k still to spend in this financial year. AS asked JB what
the timeframes were for the change requests for the UKCA and NEU as agreed at the
last meeting. JB confirmed the work was with GSA to take forward with oversight
from CW. DB and JW were confident that GSA would complete this work in this
financial year.

7.
7.1

HMIC Actions – Areas of Improvement
AF confirmed ACRO had a PNC Compliance Inspection visit last year with the
following recommendations.
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HMIC Inspection Recommendation 1
The Home Office should, by 30 April 2018, ensure the PNC Code of Practice is
current and relevant. – This recommendation is ongoing.
HMIC Inspection Recommendation 2
ACRO should develop a system for auditing databases that contain downloaded
PNC data. – This recommendation is ongoing.
8.
8.1

Any Other Business
AAS stated there is a need to have an audited process to deal with data subject
requests to exercise their rights under GDPR namely erasing data from GSA. JB
confirmed she is working on this however AAS reiterated that there needs to be a
documented process.

9.
9.1

Next Meeting Date
6th September 2018, 8.30am, Ante Room, ACRO (Information Management
specific)
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ACRO Information and Technology Board Minutes
Minutes of the meeting held at ACRO Criminal Records Office on the 3rd July
2018 at 10am in the Ante Room.
1.
1.1

Attendance
Present
Rob Price (RP)
Karen Progl (KP)
Lucy Saunders (LS)
Anne Saxton (AS)
Julia Barnard (JB)
Annie Fursey (AF)
Toby Backhouse (TB)
Alex Ollis (AO)
Tanya Smith (TS)

Chief Executive (Chair)
ACRO Senior Manager
ACRO Senior Manager
ACRO Finance Advisor
IT Manager
Syscom Manager
NPCC Data Protection Officer
IT Systems Administrator
Personal Assistant (Minutes)

2.
2.1

Apologies
Apologies were received from James Fulton, Stephen South, Chloe Bowler, Susan
Francis, Sean De-Fraine, Claire Wills, Tim Feltham and Alison Anderson-Sanger.

3.
3.1

Minutes and Action Log
Previous Minutes
The minutes of the previous meeting held on 29th May were agreed as an accurate
record.

3.2

Action Log
The action log was updated accordingly following discussion.

4.
4.1
4.1.1

IT Update
Audit Action Log
AF provided an update on outstanding actions from the HMIC Audit Action Log.
There are now only 2 actions outstanding that AF is progressing.

4.2
4.2.1

NLEDS Update 30 mins
AF advised PND and PNC work streams are now being merged. The analysis of the
four named databases – names, vehicles, property and drivers is complete. The
timeline is some point in 2020 however the project team have agreed it is up to each
force when they want to roll out. Furthermore DVLA data historically has only been
available when the Road Traffic Act has been engaged, however DVLA have now
confirmed they are happy for any of their data to be used for policing purposes going
forward.
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4.3
4.3.1

UKCA Change Request to GSA to ECRIS
LS confirmed that updates are required to the ECRIS GSA Notifications Out Infobase
system to add efficiencies. This will enable Notifications Out to be sent via ECRIS
automatically. This will deliver a saving in processing time and therefore of staff
costs. This work is also required prior to the Infobase development as that will be
based on the ECRIS version. The estimated cost of the work is between £72k - £86k.

4.4
4.4.1

Template Changes
LS circulated a paper to all colleagues in advance of the meeting in relation to
approval for training and access for staff to amend and add to email and Word
templates in ECRIS and NEUE Test systems. Currently in order to make any changes
or addition require two member of staff to produce the changed templates in test
and then once tested they go into the Live environment. JB confirmed that the MA’s
are happy to be trained and make the changes as and when required. This stance
was agreed by all colleagues present.

4.5
4.5.1

NEU Change Request to GSA to ECRIS
LS confirmed that the provision of a database and automations for NEU to process
Notifications Out. Currently the team log all their Notification Out work on
spreadsheets and are storing relevant documents in folders on the server. The
provision of a database will enable the work to be properly monitored and audited
and will ensure that the work is GDPR compliant. A database is also required to
enable the planned ECRIS TCN system to be populated automatically in a timely
manner (without undue delay) as is required by the TCN Regulation. Adding some
automation of the work will also deliver some savings in staff time. GSA have advised
that the NEU costing is based on the premise that the UKCA work has been done first
and that doing NEU first will incur extra costs. The estimated cost of the work is
between £74k - £89k. AS asked JB if this costing was included in the work already
budgeted for GSA to undertaken. JB stated it was not budgeted for so would be
additional money. RP asked LS if it was still worth pursuing with these changes with
Brexit impending. LS confirmed the team would still have to send out notifications
as part of the commitment to the 59 Convention. AF asked what percentage would
be expected of the automation of notifications out. LS expects there will be some
anomalies where there is missing information but the vast majority will be
automated. JB feels there needs to be a suitable database for NEU as using
spreadsheets is not compliant especially in terms of auditing. AF raised some
concern about the cost to implement the system when LEDS is coming in 2020 and
will change the systems. RP stated 2020 is only a projected date and this could
change. AF asked what the ongoing costs would be for maintenance and support of
the system, LS stated this would be 20%. A discussion was had by colleagues as to
the new GDPR and the requirements in regards to deletion on GSA and how these
should be managed going forward. In regards to timeframes, it is anticipated that
both the UKCA and NEU databases will be started in the 2018/19 financial year.
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5.
5.1
5.1.1

Information Management
National Information Management Update
KP informed colleagues that the Professional Development and Training Event for
Information Management was held at the beginning of June which was
predominately GDPR focused. It was confirmed that Amanda Cooper, ACO for TVP
will take over the portfolio for Records Management and Data Quality. DCC Jo Farrell
is confirmed as lead for the Data Quality sub-portfolio. CC Nick Adderly will continue
with the Disclosure and Safeguarding sub Portfolio and Colin Ley-Smith is acting as
lead to the DP, FOI and information sharing sub-portfolio. However there is no overarching lead for the portfolios, RP confirmed the issue of no NPCC lead will be
discussed at the forthcoming Chief Constables’ Council meeting in two weeks’ time.
KP also stated that it has been agreed that one day a week, she will be leading on
national work for Ian Dyson’s portfolio looking specifically at PNC retention and
disposal. This will see a full time MA being assigned to KP to help assist with her
workload.

5.2
5.2.1

NPCC Data Protection Officer Update
TB stated that all regions have now been visited and trained on GDPR. The National
DP Reform Group is still continuing for a few months as there are roughly 50% of
work packages that need delivering. TB is currently working with other ACRO staff
colleagues in order to update the Information Sharing Agreements. Furthermore
discussions are still ongoing in regards to the ‘Data Controller’ responsibility for
ACRO and a paper will be submitted for the next Chief Constables’ Council.

5.3
5.3.1

Information Audit Update
KP stated that leading up to the introduction of the new Data Protection Act 2018,
one of the requirements was a full audit of personal data processed covering all
business areas within ACRO to form an Information Audit. The audit will then be
used to draw together an action plan for each business area of documents, policies
and logs to make them compliant with the requirements of the new DPA. Since April,
the Information Manager has reviewed the areas completed and these will now be
reviewed by the Senior Manager of the relevant portfolio area. There is roughly 50%
of this work still left to be completed.

5.4
5.4.1

Data Breaches Update
In total there have been 24 data breaches reported from the 1 st April to the 14th
June, of these three have been referred to the ICO. Furthermore during this
reporting period, 200 lost in post have been reported. Of these only 68 were in
respect of UK dispatches. RP touched briefly on the recent data breach in
International Services and how it was managed extremely well by LS. AF asked
colleagues that should there be any incorrect information placed on PNC to let AF
know, this will assist from a training aspect and also she can check whether the
information has been accessed whilst it has been on PNC.
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5.5
5.5.1

Impact of Data Protection Act 2018
A report was circulated to all colleagues in advance of the meeting in regards to the
impact ACRO has experienced due to the changes in the Data Protection Act 2018.
The new Act has the largest impact on the Subject Access Team as it involved a
change in process which had to be implemented in a short timeframe. The change
involved the removal of the £10 fee and the time for completing a request has
reduced from 40 days to a calendar month. Since the go live date of the 25 th May,
there has been a large increase in applications, peaking at a 248% increase on this
time last year. KP has some concerns regarding the resources in the unit as when the
figures go up in other National Service areas, this will see more pressure being placed
on the staff. KP reiterated that members of the public can now request for their
details to be deleted by any means of contact. However JB confirmed that if the data
is anonymised then this can be kept for statistical purposes.

5.6
5.6.1

Subject Access
Covered under agenda item 5.5.1.

5.7
5.7.1

Data Breach Training
KP confirmed data breach training has been delivered to 254 staff (78%) over five
sessions. The remaining 71 staff will attend a wash up session in August or when
they return after maternity / long term sick. The slides from the training have been
added as a resource onto intranet. KP will discuss with TB how the training is
managed going forward. AF stated that as part of the PNC/Causeway training, there
is a data protection element within this but AF would like to ensure it is up to date
and correct. KP confirmed there needs to be a centralised record of what training
staff have undertaken as there are different departments logging different training.
RP stated it would be good to have a further discussion at the strategic meeting
regarding the holding of training records for staff.

5.8
5.8.1

RRD Schedule
Item not discussed.

6.
6.1

Review of 2018/19 Budget
The 2018/2019 budget is £963,000. AS advised spend to date is £170k with a further
£20k spent on the Green River media website development which is being take from
the reserves of the £100k for website development.

7.
7.1

HMIC Actions – Areas of Improvement
AF confirmed ACRO had a PNC Compliance Inspection visit last year with the
following recommendations. One recommendation which is of particular
importance is recommendation 3, AF asked JB to raise this with Steve South when
she writes to him. AF furthermore has written to the HMIC to update them with how
ACRO is managing the recommendations.
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Recommendation 3 – ACRO working with Hampshire Constabulary should ensure
they are able to monitor IT systems – Ongoing, AF has liaised with HC, PSD have
now approved the monitoring of individual workstations, a Project Manager has
been appointed who will draft and scope the initial document, however no clear no
timescales as of yet.
Action: JB to liaise with Steve South regarding ACRO being able to monitor IT
systems.
8.
8.1

Any Other Business
AF confirmed she has prepared a report for RP in relation to the charging regimes
ACRO has for the PND, PNC etc. The issue of ICT charges across the board raises some
questions which ought to be considered before invoices are received from the Home
Office for the current and future financial years. RP confirmed he will digest the
report and meet with AF after.

8.2

JB confirmed that the new laptops have been built and distributed but some laptops
are not loading personal profiles. This is being looked into.

9.
9.1

Next Meeting Date
14th August 2018, 10am, Ante Room, ACRO (IT Specific)
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ACRO Information and Technology Board Minutes
Minutes of the meeting held at ACRO Criminal Records Office on the 29th May
2018 at 1.30pm in the Ante Room.
1.
1.1

Attendance
Present
Rob Price (RP)
James Fulton (JF)
Karen Progl (JF)
Susan Francis (SF)
Tim Feltham (TF)
Julia Barnard (JB)
Stephen South (SS)
Annie Fursey (AF)
Kelly Glitheroe (KG)
Sean De Fraine (SDF)
Alex Ollis (AO)
Sam Lewis (SL)
Alex Moody

Chief Executive (Chair)
Head of ACRO
ACRO Senior Manager
ACRO Senior Manager
Communications Manager
IT Manager
Head of ICT Service Delivery (Hants/TVP)
Syscom Manager
Deputy Manager
ACRO IT Technical Delivery Manager
IT Systems Administrator
Project Manager, Digitial Public Contact Project
Management Assistant (Minutes)

2.
2.1

Apologies
Apologies were received from Chloe Bowler, Toby Backhouse, Drew Linton and
Lucy Saunders

3.
3.1

Minutes and Action Log
Previous Minutes
The minutes of the previous meeting held on 17th April agreed as an accurate record.

3.2

Action Log
The action log was updated accordingly following discussion.

3.3

HC/TVP Website Project
SL provided an update on development of the Hampshire/TVP websites. This was
to increase its use as a front counter and to enable users to report crimes online.

3.4

Phase 0 went live for reporting of RTCs in January with a quiet launch and there
was uplift in online reporting. This is something the public expect.

3.5

Phase 1 was a beta website which will go live in June with a full website at Phase 2
in July. Once operational and working this will be advertised.
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4.
4.1
4.1.1

IT Update
ACRO/TVP/HC Issues Log Progress
JB advised DB had identified and resolved the build issues with the ACRO and NaVCIS
laptops. These are now built.

4.1.2

There were a number of various issues that caused the build problems. This took six
months to resolve. SdF noted this was small scale but a large impact on ACRO and
NaVCIS. SS noted this was a localised and not widespread throughout Force. SdF
added that due to ACRO ITs administrator rights they had to get assistance from a
contractor in ICT to assist in resolving the issues.

4.1.3

SS explained in future devices will be provided to the forces off of a production line
which will avoid the need for build areas and negating these kinds of issues.

4.1.4

RP asked if these issues could manifest again even with the new procurement
approach. SS advised devices can simply be replaced and should be a straightforward
process.

4.1.5

JB highlighted the need for a GSA package. Only one resource in IT can assist at this
time. SdF explained the issue is with GSA plug ins being disabled or disappearing
when Office updates are applied. JB added she was happy for DB and SdF to be
trained to do this themselves provided the permissions are correct.
ACTION (18/018): JB and SdF to consider options to resolve the issue with the GSA
package. Update to be provided to the next meeting for consideration.

4.1.6

Protections for backups over the weekend are now up and running. JB advised the
exact situation that led to the recent IT downtime on 19 th February cannot be
repeated as the circumstances will never be the same.

4.1.7

SdF explained a specific set of circumstances led to the downtime for the extended
period of time. A data loss of this magnitude could occur for another reason however
processes are now in place to mitigate this occurring. If it were to occur IT could
restore within an hour.

4.1.8

The previous backup solution had not been fit for purpose and was coming to end
of life which was a contributing factor to the length of the downtime. The new
system uses later technology and is more agile in recovering data.

4.1.9

JF asked when the ICO would be informed of the data loss. JB advised she was to
discuss with KP. RP asked for this to be completed by the end of the week to avoid
further delay.
ACTION (18/019): JB to liaise with KP on the ICO submission to be submitted by
the end of the week. If required the submission should state a data loss had
occurred and further details will follow in due course.
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4.1.10

BT monitoring is tentatively scheduled for 19th June depending on BT’s availability.

4.1.11

JB advised SS that two HC servers are in the ACRO DMZ which need to be moved.
ACTION (18/020): SS to chase with relevant IT teams to instigate moving the two
servers from the ACRO DMZ.

4.1.12

JB highlighted the 18 month delay regarding surveys for data points.
ACTION (18/021): JB and SS to liaise to chase the data point survey work.

4.2
4.2.1

Business Continuity / Disaster Recovery IT Plans
This is work in progress. SS advised the technical group had met ACRO IT to look at
using existing technology to mitigate some risk. Design is to be produced and ratified
based on cost, complexity and time.

4.3
4.3.1

Website Development
Already covered earlier in the meeting.

4.4
4.4.1

IT Strategic Review
JB advised this is continuing after being on hold during the downtime. JB can provide
what information is available regarding IT delivery to SS.

4.4.2

RP noted Deloittes had been procured by Force and have been asked to undertake
a strategic review.

4.5
4.5.1

HMIC Audit Action Log
AF provided an update on outstanding actions from the HMIC Audit Action Log.

4.5.2

Warning Signals Audit Recommendation 2 – This was to review the retention
schedule following the decision to start inputting warning signals again on PNC
Services.

4.5.3

Warning Signals Audit Recommendation 5 – Given the decision was made to input
warning signals a review was to be undertaken to review those that contained an
error.

4.5.4

Warning Signals Audit Recommendation 6 – this was regarding adding warning
signals to PNC where offences do not meet the HOSOL. AF believes there has been
no progress as the Home Office are still reviewing the HOSOL. JF noted legal advice
is with the Home Office but had not yet been fed back.

4.5.5

KP advised Recommendation 2 is ongoing and that Recommendation 5 had been
given to Sarah Bravo-Segura as an action. It is unknown if the latter has been
completed.
ACTION (18/022): AF and KP to discuss the status of Recommendation 5 outside of
the meeting. Update to be provided at the next meeting.
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4.6
4.6.1

NLEDS Update
AF advised the NLEDS programme will no longer be delivering a PND and PNC
replacements separately. This was found to involve too much duplication. After
reassessment a combined PNC/PND replacement will now be delivered in March
2020.

4.6.2

The next Change Impact Assessment is due in September due to these changes. An
external training delivery partner will be appointed in July as the College of Policing
will not be delivering training.

4.6.3

JB advised planned downtime of PNC will go from 99.9% to 99.65%. JF noted risks of
data breaches during PNC downtime. AF explained instances where PNC checks run
through GSA get a corrupt result. JB added the information has been made available
even though it was not requested.
ACTION (18/23): KG to embellish and add the risk of increased PNC downtime to
the AITB Risk Log.

4.6.4

Closed

4.6.5

Closed

4.6.6

Closed

4.6.7

Closed

4.6.8

Closed

5.
5.1

Review of 2018/19 Budget
The 2018/2019 budget is £963,000. SF advised spend to date is £2,500. £148,000 is
already committed for GSA maintenance. Finance are waiting for a budget line to
put this against.

5.2

£12,000 is also committed for the current website update which will come from the
reserve as it is not budgeted. £5,000 is also committed for update to Subject
Access/GDPR. Finance will be closely monitoring any additional spend from the
reserve.

7.
7.1

Next Meeting Date
3rd July 2018, 10am, Ante Room, ACRO
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ACRO Information and Technology Board Minutes
Minutes of the meeting held at ACRO Criminal Records Office on the 17th April
2018 at 2.00pm in the Ante Room.
1.
1.1

1.2

Attendance
Present
Rob Price (RP)
James Fulton (JF)
Karen Progl (JF)
Lucy Saunders (LS)
Susan Francis (SF)
Chloe Bowler (CB)
Julia Barnard (JB)
Stephen South (SS)
Toby Backhouse (TB)
Drew Linton (DL)
Annie Fursey (AF)
Kelly Glitheroe (KG)
Claire Wills (CW)
Derek Bucksey (DB)
Sean De Fraine (SDF)
Alison Anderson-Sanger (AAS)
Anne Saxton (AS)
Tanya Smith

Chief Executive (Chair)
Head of ACRO (Chair)
ACRO Senior Manager
ACRO Senior Manager
ACRO Senior Manager
ACRO Senior Manager
IT Manager
Head of ICT Service Delivery (Hants/TVP)
Data Protection Advisor
Business Continuity & Risk Advisor
Syscom Manager
Deputy Manager
Systems Development Advisor
Technical Support Analyst
ACRO IT Technical Delivery Manager
Information Manager
Finance Advisor
Personal Assistant (Minutes)

In attendance for specific items
Jo Fraser (JFr)
Matt Eisengruber (ME)

BT
Dynatrace

2.
2.1

Apologies
Apologies were received from Tim Feltham.

3.
3.1

Minutes and Action Log
Previous Minutes
The minutes of the previous meeting held on 26th January agreed as an accurate
record.

3.2

Action Log
The action log was updated accordingly.

4.
4.1

BT Dynatrace Presentation
JFr and MI presented to all colleagues on the ACRO network and the slow running
issues which have been experienced by ACRO staff.
Action: JB to lead the potential options and bring a report to a future SMT
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meeting for sign off – aligned to action 17/015.
5.
5.1

Information Management
MoPI / ACRO Retention
KP stated that ACRO's Retention Schedule has now been mapped to the national
one. However it is apparent due to the inconsistencies that ACRO are not
complying so there is more work to be undertaken.

5.2

Data Protection Reform
TB stated that the key highlights were as follows:
- The NCALT General User training will be available from mid-May for all staff,
and will be mandatory. Induction courses for data protection and breach are
pending updates, and the DP Reform Seminar package is being developed for
delivery in April, with the current date for delivery to ACRO being early June.
- In the interim, the NPCC will provide one to one training and support to the
newly appointed ACRO Information Manager as a priority, to enable delivery
of the plan.
- The creation and maintenance of the mandatory RoPA is informed by initial
audit, DPIA output and scheduled audit of ACRO activity. It is advised that
these audit findings are reviewed annually.
- ACRO does not have a formal process for Data Protection Impact Assessment
and cannot evidence that processes have been designed to operate in
compliance with the act. This becomes mandatory and it is recommended that
DPIAs are incorporated into new business and business change, starting with
an initial assessment to decide whether a full DPIA is required for each.
KP stated that, along with AAS, they would like to attend a DPIA course at the end
of May. JF agreed it would be good to have them attend and build on their
knowledge.
TB recommended that the ICO Getting Ready for the GDPR Self-Assessment Toolkit
should be adopted as an action plan which will alert ACRO to any gaps there
maybe. KP asked if the toolkit could be broken down as the document, as it stands,
is extremely high level and by breaking the document down action owners could
also be assigned.
Action: KP to breakdown the action plan, assign owners, timescales and risk
prioritisation.
Action: KP to look at the training needs for ACRO staff in regards to Data
Protection.

5.3

GDPR Subject Access Requests
KP stated that as from 25th May, under the new General Data Protection
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Regulations (GDPR), Subject Access Requests (SAR) will need to be responded to
within one calendar month and ACRO will not be able to charge a fee. Under the
current legislation SAR are responded to within 40 working days and we charge a
fee of £10.00 per application. The following in-house changes will need to take
place; online application, Application forms, FAQ’s, Subject Access pages,
Worldpay, GSA processing days to change to 30 days RFC, Template letters, Finance
tabs GSA, Preparation wording for website, Process maps.
The changeover on the website will take place at noon on 24 th May where there
will be a period of downtime (anticipated no more than two hours), this will allow
for testing and resolving any issues before the deadline. Applications received
before midnight on 24th May 2018 will be processed under the current regime and
will be charged for. There is a review meeting at the beginning of May to ensure
ACRO is on track for the go live date. JB did state there will be errors and will
require manual input to GSA. RP did express some nervousness over testing only
one day before. JB stated that should the testing reveal problems then it maybe
that the process will have to go back to manual applications / data inputting for a
while.
Action: KP/JB to review the timescales in place for the testing of the new SAR
process prior to the go live.
Action: KP/JB to ensure there are contingency plans to deal with the SAR’s should
they not go through the normal online route.
The second part of KP’s report put forward a proposal to the SMT in regards to
offering a PNC print to members of the public for £12.67, this is the unit cost model
fee that ACRO charge non police agencies for this service. This would be
advertised on the Police Certificate and ICPC pages on the ACRO website. ACRO
would make it clear that in most cases the certificate is sufficient for the purpose of
immigration, but that on occasion the Embassy may require further information
about offences that have been stepped down. The Historical Arrest/Disposal on a
Police Print would provide them with their conviction history, but not a full record
of their data held on PNC. This could be supplied within a five day turnaround as
applicants are usually working to tight deadlines. AF has already confirmed with KP
that there can be just a PNC print for convictions, however it is a police print that
has a disclaimer on the sheet that states it is for police eyes only. The print out will
also contain MO’s and could potentially have third party data, victim details etc. so
although the proposal states £12.67 this is going to be much higher once the
redaction has been concluded. CB felt more work needed to be undertaken on this
work before a decision can be made. KP just wanted the SMT to have this option
on their radar and see if viable in the future.

5.4

Data Breaches / Near Misses / Lessons Learned Update / Policy Review
KP presented the updated Data Breach Policy to all colleagues in order for final sign
off at this meeting. JB felt that there needed to be further clarification on
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unplanned IT outage within the Data Breach update report and what is required. In
regards to the policy, all colleagues were in agreement to sign off the document for
publication.
5.4.1

Customer Services – Lost Post Report
Closed item.

5.5

Initial Incident Log – Duty SMT Officer and Office Toolkit
Agenda item not required or discussed.

5.6

Information Sharing Agreements
KP confirmed that ACRO currently have a standard template for ISA’s however
upon review it has been discovered that the format is not in line with the
Authorised Professional Practice (APP) of the College of Policing (COP).It is
proposed that a trial of the APP format be rolled out for all new and reviewed
agreements. In line with the Management of Police Information (MOPI)
recommendation, all new agreements will be for an initial 6 months rather than 12
months. This will safeguard ACRO’s position in case changes need to be
implemented as a result of GDPR. After the initial agreement this can revert to a 12
month agreement. The Police Data Protection Reform Group are currently working
on a new ISA template which will be adopted by ACRO when published.
Furthermore it has been recognised that the current process of information
disclosure will need to be revised in light of GDPR. There will be a requirement to
assess all disclosures on a case by case basis, redacting where possible. As this is
not practical, a pragmatic approach is required in order to achieve compliance.
Four options have been identified for the business to decide which option will be
adopted for disclosure of Police information in respect of PNC Services business
area. KP stated it would not be practical to undertake a disclosure on a case by
case basis. RP confirmed that there needs to be more work on this issue, the legal
basis needs to be obtained and then conversations with GSA need to be
undertaken as to the statement of requirements.

5.7

Warning Signals on PNC
KP stated that there has been inconsistency on the recording of warning signals
and a review of national policy has been undertaken. It was noted that the warning
Signals are markers added to PNC which provide relevant information to PNC users
regarding specific circumstances of data subjects. This may include indications of
Violence, Weapons, Drugs Use, Ailments and Health Conditions. Primarily, warning
signals are to allow for a quick and dynamic risk assessment upon conducting a
PNC search, and contribute to safety and welfare of the data subject, the public,
police officers, or any other persons who may be involved. The PNC Services team
has a process to add warning signals to PNC either when Back Record Converting
historical records, or creating ASN’s on behalf of Non-Police Agencies. This is
managed on a case by case basis and is at the discretion of the analysts, based on
information available in the case. Following a recent audit, a recommendation was
put forward that the PNC Services team reintroduce the inputting of warning
signals in line with the ACRO PNC Policies and Procedures document. These should
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be QC’d in line with current QC levels. AF stated there is no legal obligation to add
the warning signals onto the PNC but there are operational benefits in doing so and
would mean mitigating risks to Officers also. All colleagues therefore agreed that
the guidance to create warning signals be used where appropriate at the time of
ASN creation, or when resulted if the ASN was in relation to offences involving
explosives, firearms, weapons, violence and drugs.
6.
6.1

IT Update
Incident Report 19th February 2018
RP formally thanked JB and her team in resolving the recent IT deletion and also for
the support provided from HC/TVP and GSA.
JB confirmed that as the 6th April, the ECRIS RI and GSA ECRIS Services were all back
to normal running with automation switched back on and full business as usual in
place. There are still some corrections that are required to be undertaken. JF asked
how the deletion happened. JB confirmed it was a case of user error and should
not have happened. Going forward there will be more care taken when deleting
anything from the servers or a second opinion first. SS stated that unfortunately
incidents do occur however it is slightly different within HC/TVP as they have 1,400
servers to manage and different processes in place. RP made it clear to colleagues
that this type of IT incident should not happen again. RP asked JB if a technical
report will be prepared by the next meeting. JB confirmed it would be ready for the
meeting after the 29th May.
JF stated there needs to be some internal communication issued to staff as to what
happened and why it happened. LS confirmed comms have already been circulated
to International Services.

6.2

Audit – Strategic Audit Plan / Audit Action Log / Policy / PNC Compliance Audit
Report
AF stated the Audit Report actions are still ongoing and progressing. The report will
be updated prior to the next meeting.

6.3

NLEDS Update
AF confirmed an ACRO intranet page in up and running to keep staff informed on
the development of the NLEDS programme and what it means to them. The
programme is due to be publishing a full end to end plan for delivery as there is
some slight slippage on timescales, AF will await the publication and circulate as
necessary. Also a public impact assessment is due to be circulated in May. There
are suggestions that CHS data in the future will not be populated onto the PNC and
NLEDS will have to gather the data from CHS. Furthermore the PNC and PND
datasets are due to be combined.

7.
7.1

Review of 2017/18 Budget
The 2017/2018 budget had an estimated spend of £1.8m. It is forecast that the final
overall spend will have been £800,000. This is a significant underspend albeit the
projects are still ‘live’ and will require funding at some point.
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7.2

8.
8.1

The 2018/2019 budget has a more realistic estimated spend of £860,000 which
included the re-kit and refresh expected on IT hardware.
HMIC Actions – Areas of Improvement
AF confirmed ACRO had a PNC Compliance Inspection visit last year with the
following recommendations.
Recommendation 1 – The Home Office to ensure the Code of Practice is current
and relevant – Ongoing, hope to have a draft by May to start discussions with
stakeholders.
Recommendation 2 – ACRO to develop a system for auditing databases that
contained downloaded PNC data – Ongoing, meetings held with GSA
Recommendation 3 – ACRO working with Hampshire Constabulary should ensure
they are able to monitor IT systems – Ongoing, AF has liaised with HC, PSD have
now approved the monitoring of individual workstations, a Project Manager has
been appointed who will draft and scope the initial document, however no clear no
timescales as of yet.
Recommendation 4 – ACRO to develop an effective Business Continuity Plan and
test it regularly – Ongoing.
JF stated it would be good to update the HMIC on the progress made to date on
the recommendations.
Action: AF to go back to HMIC and report on the progress made following the
inspection.

9.
9.1

Any Other Business
AF stated that the PNC duplication person DAF is due to be released shortly, this in
turns means the PNC kicks out any records of individuals who the system thinks
might be the same person. CW stated discussions occurred last year which it was
agreed the work would sit with PNC Services. AF confirmed the reports have not
been received yet and once received will liaise with LS.

10.
10.1

Next Meeting Date
29th May 2018, 1.30pm, Ante Room, ACRO
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ACRO Information and Technology Board Minutes
Minutes of the meeting held at ACRO Criminal Records Office on the 26th
January 2018 at 09.00am in the Ante Room.
1.
1.1

2.
2.1

Attendance
Present
James Fulton (JF)
Karen Progl (JF)
Lucy Saunders (LS)
Susan Francis (SF)
Chloe Bowler (CB)
Julia Barnard (JB)
Stephen South (SS)
Toby Backhouse (TB)
Drew Linton (DL)
Annie Fursey (AF)
Alex Ollis (AO)
Kim Squires (KS)
Kelly Glitheroe (KG)
Cara Gunther

Head of ACRO (Chair)
ACRO Senior Manager
ACRO Senior Manager
ACRO Senior Manager
ACRO Senior Manager
IT Manager
Head of ICT Service Delivery (Hants/TVP)
Data Protection Advisor
Business Continuity & Risk Advisor
Syscom Manager
IT Systems Administrator
Deputy Manager
Deputy Manager
Management Assistant (Minutes)

Apologies
Apologies were received from Mike Lattanzio, Tim Feltham, Anne Saxton and Claire
Wills.

3.
Minutes and Action Log
3.1
Previous Minutes
3.1.1 The minutes of the previous meeting held on 18 th December were agreed as an
accurate record.
3.2

Action Log
17/015 – Slow Running
JB has sent out a survey to all staff to gain feedback as to what is running slow
across the business as the PC-Phone port configuration has now been ruled out.
Action to remain live and ongoing.
17/017 – HMIC Actions – Areas of Improvement (CLOSED)
Already on the agenda and will be covered. Action closed.
17/037 – National Framework Guidelines on Retention
No update. Action to remain live and ongoing.
17/038 – Hardware Refresh Costing
No update. Action to remain live and ongoing.
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17/039 – ACRO Data Breach Policy
Already on the agenda and will be covered. Action closed
17/040 – Website Change Requests (CLOSED)
Change requests have been received and worked through. Action closed.
17/041 – ACRO Website Costs
Accurate costs cannot be provided until it has gone out to tender. This is anticipated
to be done week commencing 29th January 2018, with a two week respond time.
After which cost options will be available. Action to remain live and ongoing.
17/042 – Diverse Plus Cost (CLOSED)
JB sourced the costs for a diverse plus system and shared them with DL. Action
closed.
17/043 – ACRO Base Units
No update. Action to remain live and ongoing.
17/044 – Network Monitoring Progress
Mike Lattanzio has passed on the BT report to Fiona Kerr who is currently working
through the report and liaising with JB with any questions. BT Change form has been
submitted and is now awaiting approval to progress with Mike Lattanzio. Action to
remain live and ongoing.
17/045 – GSA Change Request Updates
LS has gone through the requests and removed any unnecessary items. This is now
back with GSA for re-costing, awaiting an update. Action to remain live and ongoing.
17/046 – Accurate Hampshire Build for GSA (CLOSED)
Mark Fogwill has provided JB with some guidance information about the Hampshire
build which she has forwarded to GSA. Action Closed.
17/047 – ACRO Recharge (CLOSED)
The recharge has now been agreed. Action closed.

4.
4.1
4.1.1

IT Update
Colossus Application
The application has now gone live. There are concerns about the back end data not
providing enough information. Stability of the application is not consistent and
drops out. Faults are currently being logged through GSA. AO is leading on
Colossus from an IT perspective.

4.1.2

There is a requirement to produce a document which clearly states the benefits of
the new system and the efficiencies it has brought about.
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4.2
4.2.1

Custody Interface
The test harness is now available and awaiting a force to take the testing on to
establish proof of concept. Once this has been achieved the ACRO test
environment can be set up. JF queried whether a letter from Chief Constable Sara
Thornton to forces may encourage one to take on the testing. It was agreed this
would help. ACTION (17/048): CB to progress.

4.3
4.3.1

NEU GSA Application
The GSA Application for NEU is well underway with testing and the go live date has
been established for 7th February 2018.

4.4
4.4.1

Statement of Requirements for the PNC Services GSA
The statement of requirement is underway but will not be achievable by the
previously discussed February deadline. May 2018 is looking more likely due to
staffing and workload of those involved in drafting the statement. ACTION
(17/049): KP to assess where the GSA project is for the next meeting, with
recommendations on how to keep the project on time e.g. more support.

4.5
4.5.1

GSA Templates
GSA Templates are almost complete. National Services templates require checking
and final sign off. ACTION (17/050): KP to chase the sign offs for these templates
and link in with JB.

4.6
4.6.1

Performance Monitoring & Statistics
GSA attended ACRO to discuss the current performance monitoring and statistics
requirements. The visit was very positive and there is a way to provide
standardisation across the business. ACTION (17/051): JB to circulate reports
regarding this.

4.6.2

In addition to this GSA has developed an idea about how to record off screen
activities within the application which can then be added into the performance
management averages.

4.6.3

JF discussed the current landscape of performance monitoring across the business
portfolios. Performance monitoring for NDU, UKCA, PNC Services and Customer
Services is up and running successfully. Work is currently underway with NEU once
complete focus will be turning to how to monitor the Intelligence Units
performance. It was agreed that the business needs one standardised approach to
performance delivery.

4.7
4.7.1

Network Monitoring
Mike Lattanzio has passed on the BT report to Fiona Kerr who is currently working
through the report and liaising with JB with any questions. BT Change form has
been submitted and is now awaiting approval to progress with Mike Lattanzio.
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4.8
4.8.1

Patch Updates
JB explained the process of applying patches to the servers when updates come
through from Hants/TVP. All patches are tested before being uploaded onto the
ACRO servers. Traditionally the updates have been installed out of hours, which as
seen in a recent update can cause problems when the servers are not checked for
full functioning until the following morning. This has and can impact the
functioning of core services including GSA applications.

4.8.2

JB sought agreement from the board to establish the protocol that server updates
are applied early afternoon to ensure that appropriate monitoring and function
checks on the servers can be run before the business closes. This will hopefully
eliminate any problems with server functionality first thing in the morning when IT
support is limited. The board supported this proposal as the benefits include less
chance of data breaches and data caching, along with the increased support
present should anything go wrong.

4.8.3

JB explained the cause of server downtime of 16th January 2018 which resulted in
the loss of two hours where no GSA work could be completed. SLAs were not
impacted as a resolution was implemented in time. The downtime was caused
when the servers did not come back online as programmed after a patch update.
This incident has led to the recommendation made in 4.8.2.

4.9
4.9.1

Technical Work
Work is still ongoing to ensure ACRO has a Software Centre package that provides
all the software required for GSA with the need for manual intervention. SS
offered to make contact with colleagues to arrange a meeting to move this
forward. ACTION (17/052): SS to set up a meeting with ACRO IT and Hants/TVP
regarding the Software Centre Package.

4.9.2

A survey has been sent via a GDL to assess slow running across all the business
areas. The initial assumption that the pc-phone port configuration was causing
slow running has now been ruled out. JB is now awaiting the responses of the
survey to move the investigation on further. ACTION (17/053): JB to update the
board at the next meeting.

4.9.3

A backup kit has been sourced via Computacenter and preparation is underway for
its installation.

4.9.4

The ACRO build area is still not live, Mark Fogwill has advised the delay is based at
BT. Data points are still outstanding for the IT room, Business Support are chasing
Hants/TVP Networks for these. With the ‘go live’ delays for the ACRO build area
the current list of technology awaiting builds will need to be sent to Southampton
for the Hants/TVP team to build. This list included: 20 ACRO Laptops, 4 NaVCIS
Laptops and 25 Base Units. New Yogas have been sourced and allocated the ACRO,
a request has been put in that these Yogas are built prior to delivery at ACRO.
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4.10
4.10.1

ACRO Website
Requirements have been documented and agreed with the ACRO Communications
Team and ACRO Finance Team. The project will now be going out to 3 suppliers for
tender week commencing 29th January 2018. Tender length will be set at two
weeks. The selection of which supplier to use will be done by Tim Feltham, ACRO
Finance, ACRO IT and Procurement. The successful supplier will need to undergo
vetting, this is currently taking 30 working days.

4.10.2 SF noted that the new website should remedy a significant problem ACRO currently
experiences with the applications payment method WorldPay. Hampshire
Constabulary and ACRO share the same WorldPay ID, which has meant that all
ACRO income from WorldPay is sent to Hampshire Constabulary. Each month the
finance team have to request that income back. It should be noted this is a large
sum of income.
4.11
4.11.1

Business Continuity & Disaster Recovery Planning
Business Continuity have agreed that the first priority is to sort the network out
and then to tie into Hants/TVP and Disaster Solutions. SS has offered to facilitate a
workshop around planning and implementing a Business Continuity Plan. ACTION
(17/054): DL to liaise with SS and set up a planning workshop.

4.12
4.12.1

Hardware Refresh
There is no update regarding the refresh for this meeting as Hants/TVP are
currently assessing what types of equipment they will be supplying. The tender
went out with the understanding the equipment will be running Windows 10. It
was budgeted to refresh 60 items of hardware this financial year, only 6 were
required.

4.13
Audit Strategy & Policy
4.13.1 Updated strategy and policy documents around the audit programme with ACRO
was presented to the board for ratification. Both documents were approved, with
one amendment to be made. ACTION (17/055): AF to update Strategy & Policy
Documents to include adherence to the Computer Misuse Act, GDPR and Data
Protection Act 2018.
4.14
Strategic Audit Plan
4.14.1 An audit list was presented to the board which highlights the priorities for audit in
terms of risk and compliancy. This details what has been done so far to mitigate
any risk, and also highlights the biggest risks to the organisation. ACTION (17/056):
AF to liaise with all SMT members to confirm audit priorities for each business
area. AF to provide an update in the April AITB meeting.
4.14.2 Any national units that have access to systems or applications through ACRO will be
subject to audits to ensure national and local compliancy. NaVCIS and NFPDU FOI
will need to be audited. As ACRO will provide the auditing service they will have to
be cross charged for it.
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4.15
HMIC Recommendations & Action Log
4.15.1 AF provided an update in the HMIC audit report action log.
4.15.2 Action 1: PNC Code of Practice. AF advised this was a long term objective currently
held by the Home Office. Andrew Knight is the Home Office lead for the LEDs code
of practice and has set up a steering group to develop this. Anticipated date for
stakeholder review was initially set at May 2018, it is more likely that consultations
will occur in September 2018.
4.15.3 Action 2: A system for auditing databases that contain downloaded PNC data. GSA
are sighted on this and JB is working closely with them to help develop better
auditing systems.
4.15.4

Action 3: Ability to monitor IT systems. Funding for the keystroke software was
not approved by the PCC. Keystroke monitoring for the force currently sits with
PSD as an action to progress. Mike Lattanzio advised that a pilot with the software
could be put on 100 desks across the force for £230,000.

4.15.5 Action 4: Effective business continuity plan. This is ongoing.
4.15.6 Action 6: PNC Warning Signals. PNC Warning Signals typically only occur from Back
Record Conversion work. Each signal has a review date of 5 years, when these
signals come to the attention of ACRO through BRC work they are typically
exceeding the 5 years and so would need to be reviewed by the force that issued
the marker before reinstating it. KS and KP are meeting to look at the policy create
an ‘Effort & Benefit’ report about what warning signals will be pulled across and
kept.
4.15.7

Action 7: Retention Schedule reviewed and updated. This links in with the actions
ongoing in Action 6.

4.15.8 Action 8: Process documentation within the Intelligence Unit is written to include
the inputting of warning signals. CB advised that this has been completed. Action
closed.
4.15.9 Action 10: Addressing warning signal errors. Intel & IS errors have been addressed.
PNC errors have been reviewed and will be addressed once the ‘Effort and Benefit’
report has been submitted identifying what markers should be retained.
4.15.10 Action 11: Adding warning signals to PNC where offences do not meet the
HOSOL. The Home Office HOSOL review is imminent now that legal guidance has
been received.
14.16 CRV Training
14.16.1 AO presented a paper about the current method of training on CRV in Northern
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Ireland, and suggested that ACRO adopts the same method for CRV training.
14.16.2 At present Wayne Tatum provides ACRO staff with CRV training, but the long term
plan is that Craig Cullen (Systems Trainer) will take this on. As such AO and Craig
went the Northern Ireland to get an overview of CRV and the current training
programmes in place.
14.16.3 CRV Training is not accredited and is done on a peer to peer programme.
14.16.4 The paper presented to the board requested permission to run training using live
data. This was discussed and denied due to its breaching of data protection.
Specific advice was given by TB which explains that live data should never be used
in class room environments or on training slides. KP offered the suggestion of
creating dummy records within the live system for training purposes. This would
need to be done carefully and clear to avoid them being confused for real records
and are uploaded.
14.16.5 Discussions were had around how to enhance peer to peer training to ensure it is
more consistent, as it currently holds a risk because there is no formal training on
the system. It was agreed that an assessment could be built into the training after
a series of peer to peer sessions. The peer to peer sessions could use live records
as the trainer would be lawfully accessing the data by running the checks, and the
trainee is observing and working under instruction of the peer. Several sessions
would need to happen to ensure proficiency in the system and with the variety of
tasks they may be required to undertake. Craig Cullen could then sit with the
trainee and ask them to demonstrate their ability on the system whilst they are
undertaking a check, they would be working on the live system and completing
lawful tasks, not just accessing it for the assessment.
14.16.6 CB suggested that the trainers should be specific to each business area as they use
the systems information differently. Having several business specific trainers
increases resilience and capacity as at present there is only one. The peer to peer
CRV trainer would be a volunteer position.
14.16.7 JF highlighted a need to have correspondence with CRV Northern Ireland which
clearly shows how we propose to train people to use the system. It was also
suggested that the original agreement documentation of ACRO having access to
the CRV system should be found and considered before implementing our own
training programme. ACTION (17/057): AO to correspond with CRV Northern
Ireland about our training intentions and to find the original access
documentation/agreements.
14.16.8 The initial proposal made by AO was rejected due to data protection concerns.
With the recommendations made in 14.16.5, 14.16.6 and 14.16.7 another update
is requested at the March AITB meeting. Action (17/058): AO to provide an
update of CRV Training at the March AITB Meeting.
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14.17 ‘Impending Case’ Marker on PNC
14.17.1 AF as part of her membership to the PNC Names Group has been tasked to review
the wording ‘Impending Cases’ on PNC. There have been challenges by members
of the public who see this wording on their subject access request. The inference
being made is that there is a case to be prosecuted, which isn’t always the case.
The incident could be under investigation and eventually NFA’d but it will until that
point will always read ‘impending case’.
14.17.2 AF will be submitting a ‘Request for Change’ to Hendon for the wording to change
but opened it out to the board for their opinions on a suitable alternative phrase.
AF suggested ‘Outstanding Matters’, KP offered ‘Live Cases’. It was mutually
agreed AF should also seek the opinion of the ICO before submitting the request.
14.18 NLEDS Update
14.18.1 AF is now on the ‘Closed Users Group’ for the NLEDs development. This will
encourage a good relationship and allow ACRO to have input in the development
of the system.
14.18.2 The Training Needs Analysis has been submitted. The Strategic Change Impact
Assessments are due to be returned to the NLEDs team.
14.18.3 The way the NLEDs system is being designed will mean that the amount of
information disclosed will increase as more information from what is currently
PND will be put into what is currently PNC. This will impact ACRO as the NPA SLAs
will need reviewing to ensure we are clear about what we can and will disclose
once the new system is in place. This will also have an impact on Subject Access
Request as more information will be disclosed.
14.18.4 AF will keep the board updated as developments come through relating to NLEDs
and what changes, if required, will need to be put in place when the system goes
live.
5.
Information Management
5.1
MoPI
5.1.1
MoPI as a national portfolio has now closed. Going forward this agenda item will
read ‘National Issues and Updates’.
5.1.2

As a result of the IMORCC review two portfolios have now been signed off. ‘Records
Management & Data Quality’. ‘DP FOI Disclosure and Sharing’, as a sub portfolio to
this there is ‘DBS & Safeguarding’.

5.1.3

The ‘Records Management & Data Quality’ portfolio will have a new national lead.

5.1.4

IMORCC has reviewed the Retention Policy Papers. Commissioner Ian Dyson is
leading on retention as it was agreed there is a need to manage information
differently. The ICO is challenging the current 100 year rule for retention of records
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stating it is breach of Article 8. Their position on this is being sent to every member
of the public who approaches them.
5.1.5

The ACRO guidance regarding retention has been sent to IMORCC for sign off.
IMORCC have not approved the sign off yet as they want to undergo some work on
the expected volumes.

5.1.6

ACRO have been named as a defendant in a judicial review, ‘Okoturo’, relating to
the retention of a record. ACRO are required to respond by 30th January 2018 if we
want to object to being named a defendant. KP and JF are leading on this and are
seeking legal advice.

5.2
5.2.1

Data Breaches
KP provided a paper of all the breaches since the last board, as well as a roundup of
the last year.

5.2.2

Data breaches appear to have lessened since the last board meeting. KS will be
undertaking some research to produce a lessons learned report to find out what is
being done to reduce the frequency of breaches.

5.2.3

Discussions were had about what each business area is doing to actively tackle the
frequency of breaches. National Services review every breach at their head of
section meetings and consider what process lead to the breach, then change the
processes accordingly communicating out as a training procedure. International
Services have introduced a QC process which has begun highlighting the breaches.
Breaches haven’t increased in number but the recognition of them has improved.

5.2.4

JF requested that an overview of data breaches and the lessons learned is available
for the next Governance Board. ACTION (17/059): KP to prepare a paper for the
Governance Board on 20th February 2018 updating on the current position
regarding data breaches and lessons learned.

5.2.5

The policy content was approved following amendments.

5.3
5.3.1

Data Breach Policy
KP presented a draft of the Data Breach Policy. The board was asked to review the
content of the policy relating to the actions taken by SMT members before a final
data protection compliance review is done on the document.

5.3.2

The board requested that deputy managers are also copied into the email sent to
SMT notifying of a breach. This will be added into the policy.

5.3.3

JB requested that at the earliest opportunity after a breach has been identified
that IT are informed and can capture data around the time of the breach. This will
allow rich quality data to be saved and analysed should the breach have been
triggered as a result of IT failure.
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5.4
5.4.1

Data Protection
Data protection refresher training used to occur for all staff annually with Mark
Fraser. This does not seem to have continued when Mark moved posts. ACTION
(17/060): TB to investigate the refresher training provided and the reinstatement
of these sessions.

6.
6.1

Review of 2017/18 Budget
The 2017/2018 budget had an estimated spend of £1.8m. It is forecast that the
final overall spend will have been £656,000. This is a significant underspend.

6.2

The 2018/2019 budget has a more realistic estimated spend of £860,000 which
included the re-kit and refresh expected on IT hardware.

7.
7.1

AOB
CB requested that new standing agenda items are added, namely: ‘Existing IT &
Recommendations’ and ‘Change Champion Outcomes’.

7.2

JF asked the board about their opinions on how it runs. JF highlighted that the
meeting, he feels, is useful and covers a broad range of necessary topics however
is becoming quite sizable and some conversations are not given the time they
require. He has asked that attendees give thought on how to improve this meeting
and to feed them back to him directly.

7.3

KP met with Stephen Franks from PSD about the complaints policy the
Constabulary has and how this relates to ACRO. It is has been suggested by
Stephen Franks that ACRO has its own complaints policy and area within VFire for
recording complaints. This is to be an agenda item for the upcoming Strategic
Meeting on Wednesday 31st January 2018.

8.
8.1

Next Meeting Date
Friday 9th March 2018, 10.00am, Ante Room
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